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Strong growth
Financial overview

Swiss GAAP FER IFRS

2017 2016 2017 2016

Income statement in CHF million audited audited unaudited audited

Gross sales 1,632.7 1,436.5 1,632.7 1,436.5
Change to previous year in %

    At actual exchange rates 13.7 4.4 13.7 4.4
    At constant exchange rates 13.2 3.5 13.2 3.5

Net sales 1,634.8 1,436.7 1,634.8 1,436.7

EBITDA 323.5 306.2 320.9 300.5
As a % of net sales 19.8 21.3 19.6 20.9

EBITA 239.9 222.5 237.3 216.8
As a % of net sales 14.7 15.5 14.5 15.1

EBITA adjusted1 235.8 213.0 233.2 207.3
As a % of net sales 14.4 14.8 14.3 14.4

Operating profit (EBIT) 197.7 159.8 167.8 155.1
As a % of net sales 12.1 11.1 10.3 10.8

Net income 159.1 124.8 133.0 122.2
As a % of net sales 9.7 8.7 8.1 8.5

Cash net income2 192.8 174.8 188.1 172.1
As a % of net sales 11.8 12.2 11.5 12.0

Balance sheet in CHF million

Assets 1,519.0 1,469.7 2,431.4 2,436.8
Net cash / debt 34.7 0.5 34.7 0.5

Avarage Capital Employed 927.0 800.0 927.0 800.0
Invested Capital I 1,052.3 948.0 na na
Invested Capital II 1,960.9 1,692.2 1,912.3 1,657.6

Equity 1,087.0 987.8 1,947.0 1,860.3
As a % of assets 71.6 67.2 80.1 76.3

Cash flow statement in CHF million

Cash flow from operating activities 226.6 241.5 226.6 241.5
Purchase of property, plant, equipment and software –132.8 –84.6 –132.8 –84.6
Acquisitions of subsidiaries, net of cash –10.2 –250.6 –10.2 –249.2

Employees

Full-time equivalents (FTE) 9,478 9,021 9,478 9,021

Financial key ratios (unaudited)

ROE in %       (Return on equity) 16.1 11.1 7.1 6.8
ROCE in %3   (Return on capital employed) 25.9 27.8 25.6 27.1

ROIC I in %4  (Return on invested capital) 15.0 13.5 na na
ROIC II in %5 (Return on invested capital) 9.8 10.5 9.8 10.6

Share key ratios

Earnings per share in CHF 4.24 3.32 3.55 3.25
Payout per share in CHF 1.906 1.75 1.90 1.75

Payout in CHF million 71.2 65.6 71.2 65.6
Payout ratio in % 44.8 52.6 53.6 53.7

1 adjusted for special impacts
2 net income before amortization of intangible assets net of deferred taxes (cash net income)
3 EBITA in % of the average capital employed in conformity with IFRS less intangible assets
4 EBIT less tax in % of invested capital I (equity less net cash as of year end)
5 EBITA less tax in % of invested capital II (equity before goodwill offset (Swiss GAAP FER) less net cash as of year end)
6 proposed payout to SFS Group's Annual General Meeting held on 25 April 2018
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Advance outlays

+ 13.7 132.8 
Significant increase in sales
in %

Driven by strong organic growth of 7.4% and the first-time 
consolidation of Tegra Medical, SFS Group increased its 
sales in the 2017 financial year by 13.7% to CHF 1,632.7  
million.  

In 2017, SFS invested heavily in improving its capabilities 
and thereby lays the basis for future growth. 

Key takeaways

Investment in future growth
in CHF million

Competitiveness increased 
Number of employees at year-end (headcount)

Position in medical device industry and Americas improved 

Due to the successful integration of Tegra Medical, sales 
generated in the Americas increased by 39.9% and amoun-
ted to CHF 281.4 million in 2017. This acquisition has raised 
the sales contribution from the Americas region to 17.2%.  

The sales breakdown also altered by end markets: Thanks 
to the acquisitions of Stamm (CH) and Tegra Medical (USA) 
concluded in 2016, the share of sales in the medical device 
industry jumped from 1.9% (2016) to 6.4% (2017).

Share of sales by end markets 2017
in %

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Key takeaways 
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Success stories

Engineered Components

From three to 
one
Page 22

Fastening Systems

Comprehensive 
product offering
Page 24

Distribution & Logistics

Launch of new 
online store 
Page 26

SFS internal

Sharpening of 
production pro-
files
Page 28

In close collaboration with a 
customer from the automo-
tive industry, SFS developed 
an innovative, technically 
and economically attractive 
solution that satisfies SFS’ 
claim – “Inventing success 
together” – 100%.

In close collaboration with 
the customer, SFS developed 
successful solutions for 
Istanbul’s new airport, which 
will be one of the world’s 
largest. 

SFS launched a new, modern 
and user-friendly online store 
for customers in the manu-
facturing and skilled trades 
sectors. Working hand in 
hand with customers and 
external partners, SFS created 
an online platform that is 
centered on the needs of the 
buyers. 

“Inventing success 
together” – that promise 
guides us in all our actions, 
internal as well as external. 
It played a crucial role in 
our successful efforts to 
address the challenges 
posed by the appreciation 
of the Swiss franc.

Inventing
 success
 together

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Success stories
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Dynamic 
business year 

Management report

Dear shareholders,

Driven by strong organic growth of 7.4% and the first-time 
consolidation of Tegra Medical, SFS Group increased its 
sales in the 2017 financial year by 13.7% to CHF 1,632.7 
million. All segments contributed to this pleasing develop-
ment. Changes in the scope of consolidation had a positive 
impact of 5.8% and currency movements added 0.5% to 
reported sales. 

For the first time, Swiss GAAP FER accounting standards 
were used to prepare the financial statements for 2017 ins-
tead of IFRS. These standards are more practical for SFS 
Group than IFRS, which is becoming increasingly complex.

Operating profit increased
Adjusted operating profit (EBITA) rose by 10.7% (under 
Swiss GAAP FER) and amounted to CHF 235.8 million. 
The adjusted EBITA margin decreased to 14.4% (previous 

year 14.8%). This decline is mainly due to two reasons: 
Firstly, extraordinarily high advance outlays and expenditures 
in the realization of demanding new projects led to additional 
costs. This is also reflected in the high investments made in 
property, plant, equipment and software of CHF 132.8 million 
(previous year CHF 84.6 million). Secondly, important trans-
formational projects initiated in the Fastening Systems seg-
ment are nearing completion. The related cost-savings will 
become effective only in the coming years. Moreover, the 
appreciation of the euro increased procurement costs for 
third-party merchandise in the Distribution & Logistics seg-
ment significantly. The necessary adjustments to selling 
prices could be made only after a certain time lag.

Net income including proceeds from property disposals 
amounted to CHF 159.1 million (previous year CHF 124.8 
million), which corresponds to a year-on-year increase of 
27.5%.

Balanced market exposure
In the 2017 financial year, sales showed positive growth in 
every region. Sales generated in the Americas increased by 
39.9%, thanks to the successful integration of Tegra Medical 
and amounted to CHF 281.4 million. This acquisition has 
further developed the regional sales mix and raised the 
sales contribution from the Americas region to 17.2% (pre-
vious year 14.0%). The acquisitions of Tegra Medical and 
Stamm AG (both in 2016) have also changed the breakdown 
of sales by end market. Sales generated with medical device 
manufacturers jumped from 1.9% (2016) to 6.4% (2017) of 
total sales. This marks a big step forward towards a broader 
market exposure in terms of regional and end market sales.

Asia also showed pleasing year-on-year sales growth and 
increased its sales by 16.6% to CHF 353.9 million. Growth 
in this region primarily came from the Electronics division. 

2017 was a successful year. SFS Group generated  
dynamic sales growth and improved its position in the 
medical device industry and in the Americas, thanks to 
the integration of Tegra Medical. Operating profit 
showed growth despite the impact of extraordinary 
operating effects.

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Management report
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Business activities at the other units active in Asia were 
also promising.

Workforce strengthened 
The number of employees at SFS Group stood at 9,478 full-
time equivalents at the end of 2017 (annual average 9,250). 
The increase from the previous year (+5.1%) is attributed to 
the strong organic growth. We are pleased to welcome these 
new members of the SFS family. 

Engineered Components
Strong sales growth generated
The Engineered Components segment reported sales of 
CHF 925.8 million, an increase of 20.5% on the previous 
year. This pleasing development is equally attributable to 
the first-time consolidation of Tegra Medical and to the strong 
growth momentum at the Automotive and Electronics divisi-
ons. The realization of demanding new projects was a key 
factor behind the reported sales growth. The aforementi-
oned advance outlays in connection with the realization of 
new projects and customer-induced project delays had a 
negative effect on operating profitability. Nevertheless, the 
EBITA margin is at a very attractive level of 19.8% (previous 
year 21.2%). 

Fastening Systems
Good momentum sustained
The Fastening Systems segment sustained its good growth 
momentum from the first half into the second half of the 
year and reported full-year sales of CHF 384.0 million, which 
corresponds to a growth rate of 8.0%. In an overall strong 
market environment, the Construction division in particular 
enjoyed high levels of demand in Europe and North America. 
Thanks to the success of its innovative products, the Fas-
tening Systems segment further widened its share of the 
market again. The EBITA margin for 2017 amounted to 7.7% 
(previous year 9.0%). Increased costs in connection with 
on  going transformational projects led to the margin con-
traction, while the intended benefits will become effective 
only in the coming years.

Distribution & Logistics
Sales lifted by new customer accounts
The Distribution & Logistics segment strengthened its mar-
ket position, thanks in particular to the acquisition of new 
customers. Especially its tools and architectural hardware 
businesses showed positive growth. Segment sales grew 
a solid 3.2% to CHF 322.9 million. This growth is well above 
the growth rate of Switzerland's gross domestic product, 
which serves as an important benchmark. The segment 
EBITA margin came in at 9.1%. Excluding the gains on the 
disposal of property no longer required for operations, profi-
tability for the current year as measured by the EBITA margin 
of 6.9% was only slightly below the level achieved in previ-
ous year (7.2%). The rapidly increased procurement costs 
could be passed on to customers only after a certain time 
lag, which had a negative effect on the margin.

Risk assessment performed
The Group Executive Board and the Board of Directors regu-
larly assess the main business risks to which SFS Group is 
exposed. A comprehensive risk assessment is conducted 
at least once a year. During this assessment, the relevant 
risks are systematically classified according to the probabi-
lity of risk occurrence and the severity of the potential con-
sequences. 

During the year under review, potential risks and prospective 
countermeasures were assessed in the following areas: 
Investment risks in connection with large projects, exchange 
rate risks, risks associated with acquired companies, product 
liability risks, IT-related risks, dependency on the global eco-
nomic environment, and compliance risks. 

Development and innovation activity stepped up
SFS Group’s mission is to create value for its customers by 
providing them with innovative services and products. To 
accomplish this goal, SFS Group invests considerable resour-
ces in the continual development of its core technologies, 
in the ongoing launch of new products and systems, and in 
continual process improvements. SFS' aim is to fully grasp 
the customer’s perspective and identify ways to optimize 
overall cost. Working closely with our customers, we are 
often able to put efficiency gains into their value chains and 
thereby “invent” success as part of our partnership – true 
to our value proposition of “Inventing success together”.

Expenditure on research and development amounted to 
CHF 33.8 million in 2017 (previous year CHF 30.6 million). 
Thanks to these investments, SFS Group’s operating per-
formance will improve, laying the basis for further growth. 
This expenditure was spent on development activities, tools, 
prototypes and preparation for large production runs. The 
research and development costs are recognized within vari-
ous line items in the income statement. The criteria for capi-
talizing these items under Swiss GAAP FER have not been 
met.

Changes in the Board of Directors
Shareholders at last year's Annual General Meeting on  
26 April 2017 elected Nick Huber and Bettina Stadler as new 
members of SFS Group's Board of Directors. They succee-
ded Ruedi Huber and Karl Stadler, who stepped down from 
the board after many years of service. 

Shareholder payout
In view of the robust earnings and the positive outlook for 
future business activity, the Board of Directors will propose 
an increase in the payout to CHF 1.90 per share (previous 
year CHF 1.75), to be paid from capital contribution reserves. 
This payout is not subject to withholding or income tax for 
natural persons whose tax domicile is in Switzerland.

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Management report
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Outlook for the 2018 financial year
Our focus in the 2018 financial year will be on streng thening 
our position with existing customers and on the selective 
expansion of our customer base. We also intend to exploit 
new application areas, launch significant new projects and 
extract greater synergies from the transformational projects 
currently under way at SFS Group. Projects aimed at shar-
pening our production profile in the Fastening Systems seg-
ment should also be completed by the end of this year. We 
do not expect any material changes in the economic environ-
ment or in exchange rates during 2018. 

Due to the characteristics of our business model and the 
focus on our value proposition with short lead times, order 
intake is not a reliable indicator to assess the course of the 
business development.

Assuming unchanged economic conditions, we expect 
sales to grow by 5–7% in 2018 and the EBIT margin to 
increase compared with the 2017 financial year.

Thank you
A big thank-you goes out to all employees of SFS Group. It is 
thanks to them that 2017 was another successful year for 
SFS Group. Employees throughout the company demons-
trated high levels of competence, creativity and dedication 
and delivered excellent work. We thank our customers for 
partnering with us and for their trust in letting us work side-
by-side with them to develop sustainable, value-added solu-
tions. We also thank our loyal shareholders. Their firm and 
loyal support is important for the stability and sustainability 
of the company and is very much appreciated. 

Heinrich Spoerry Jens Breu
Chairman of the CEO
Board of Directors

High advance outlays by SFS in 2017 
build the basis for future growth.  

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Management report
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Shared 
success
Creating value for the customer and inventing success 
in close collaboration with our customers, this is our 
primary mission. Our vast application and technology 
expertise helps us to accomplish that mission.

Strategy

Surrounded by SFS products 24/7
SFS is a reliable companion throughout the day, from early 
morning to late at night, seven days a week. Many people 
are unaware of this because our precision components 
and mechanical fastening systems are embedded in the top- 
quality products our customers make, where they often per-
form critical functions. 

Contact with SFS products starts early each day, in your 
home, where SFS fastening systems and precision-formed 
components serve a number of important functions in doors, 
windows and kitchens. SFS know-how can also be found in 
electrical devices such as electric shavers or high-end house-
hold appliances. You also come into contact with many SFS 
products whenever you reach for your smartphone or put on 
a smartwatch or sports watch. 

Active in a variety of application areas
In your car, you are surrounded by many different SFS prod-
ucts: in the automotive interior, the vehicle’s structural body 
and, in particular, in safety systems such as seatbelts, air-
bags and brake systems, where our products help save lives 
in an emergency. At the office, numerous SFS components 
can be found in the disc drives that are used to store data. 
And the next time you are on board a modern airplane and 
notice how quiet it is, SFS fastening solutions that reduce 
vibration in the aircraft cabin are partly the reason. Out-
door gadgets such as adventure cameras or drones are 
yet another example of how SFS accompanies you through 
each and every day. Our instruments and components also 
perform important functions in medical devices used in the 
health care industry.

Creating value for customers 
The direct costs of the SFS components embedded in many 
products often account for less than 1% of the overall prod-
uct cost, but the secondary costs at customer end, ranging 
from sourcing-related expenses, logistics and handling oper-
ations, or the sheer variety of parts required, are several 
times the primary costs of such components. That is why 
our aim is not so much to lower our direct product costs, but 

to optimize the overall costs incurred by our customers (see 
“Value proposition” graph). This approach unlocks signifi-
cantly more cost-savings potential and creates sustainable 
value, both for the customer and for SFS.  

The advantage of these custom-built products and intelligent 
solutions is that not only do they help the customer, they 
allow us to sharpen our profile and deepen the partnerships 
we maintain with our customers. Our stated goal of achiev-
ing success and creating value for the customer necessitates 
a basic attitude, which can be summed up as a steadfast 
desire to invent success together with the customer.

Conventional solution Innovative solution
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Inventing success together
We constantly strive for improvement and innovation – 
always acting in close collaboration with our customers, our 
colleagues and suppliers. We want to be successful together, 
constantly improve ourselves, and explore and redefine the 
limits of our technological capabilities. Our new “Inventing 
success together” claim accurately summarizes in three 
words the value proposition that SFS stands for – in both its 
internal and external activities.

We are reinforcing our value proposition, the DNA of SFS, 
with a streamlined brand strategy: The SFS intec and SFS 
unimarket brands embrace the same values as the SFS 
brand. The SFS intec and SFS unimarket brands will therefore 
be phased out and replaced by the SFS brand. This brand 
consolidation will make our communications much more 
effective and efficient. The SFS brand will also be profiled 
more distinctly to differentiate our services and solutions 
even more from those of competing companies. The focus 
on our value proposition is also supported by our new corpo-
rate design. 

The Group’s other brands such as GESIPA®, Unisteel, Tegra 
Medical and Indo Schöttle will be used as before. Their stra-
tegic and cultural association with SFS will be emphasized by 
adding the tagline “A member of SFS”.

Enhancing the strengths of the Swiss production sites
To ensure that SFS remains successful in Switzerland despite 
the strong Swiss franc, the Swiss production sites will focus 
on particularly knowledge- and capital-intensive products 
and processes with considerable value-added and a high 
degree of automation. Projects undertaken by the Auto-
motive and Industrial divisions meet the specified criteria 
particularly well. Meanwhile, manufacturing operations 
for products that do not meet these criteria are being trans-
ferred to suitable locations outside Switzerland. SFS was 
able to even increase employee levels in Switzerland slightly 
during this realignment due to the ramp-up of new projects.

Greater performance through focus 
Top performance is not possible without focus and, in keep-
ing with this maxim, many of SFS’s production sites in and 
outside Switzerland are currently undergoing a process of 
transformation. By sharpening our production profile in con-
gruence with the competitive advantages of the respective 
locations, we are improving the performance of our plants 
and capturing economies of scale. Numerous projects were 
initiated and they should be completed by the end of 2018.

Leveraging the potential of digitalization
Digitalization offers many opportunities, one example of 
which is automated inventory management system (“M2M”  
systems). SFS is a leader in this business, as evidenced by 
the multiple awards it has received. Thanks to these auto-
mated systems, restocking processes can be fully automated 
and inventory levels lowered, while at the same time improv-
ing stock availability. 

For a manufacturing company like SFS, methodically exploit-
ing optimization opportunities offered by automation or lean 
management, for example, is an important factor for success. 
The onward march of digitalization is creating additional 
opportunities for product innovation. These range from 
enhanced simulation models and more granular production 
planning to the greater use of autonomous manufacturing 
concepts.
 

SFS in brief

SFS is a global market leader of mechanical fastening  
systems and precision components. The company opera-
tes in the three segments Engineered Components, Fas-
tening Systems and Distribution & Logistics, which repre-
sent the company's differing business models.

Engineered Components
In the Engineered Components segment, SFS partners with 
customers to develop and manufacture customerspecific 
precision components, mechanical fastening systems and 
assemblies. This segment comprises the Automotive, Elec-
tronics, Industrial and Medical divisions and sells its products 
under the SFS (Automotive, Industrial), and Unisteel (Electro-
nics) and Tegra Medical (Medical) brands. 

Fastening Systems
In the Fastening Systems segment, which consists of the 
Construction and the Riveting divisions, SFS develops, manu-
factures and markets application-specific mechanical fas-
tening systems under the SFS (Construction) and GESIPA® 
(Riveting) brands.

Distribution & Logistics
In the Distribution & Logistics segment with the SFS brand, 
SFS is a leading supplier and logistics partner for manufactu-
rers and skilled crafts and trades in Switzerland. The seg-
ment also offers customized logistics solutions that play a 
key role in making customers more competitive. 

SFS Group is a global player with manufacturing sites and 
distribution companies at more than 80 locations in 26 coun-
tries around the world. It generated sales of CHF  1,632.7 
million in business year 2017 with a workforce of approxima-
tely 9,500 employees (FTE).

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Strategy
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Generating growth through innovation
Innovation and the quest for improvement are key elements 
of SFS’s corporate DNA. As innovation is often preceded by 
changes in the general market environment, triggered for 
example by societal developments or the pressure to in-
crease efficiency, it is crucial for SFS to maintain a distinc-
tive profile in its targeted markets. 

SFS boasts a very robust innovation and new project pipe-
line that continued to grow in strength during the year under 
review. Underpinned by our international manufacturing foot-
print, our position in fast-growing markets, the close part-
nerships we maintain with the leaders in these markets 
and our strong innovation skills, our targeted sales growth 
in the coming years is well above the projected growth of 
the world economy.

Growth through acquisition 
Besides organic growth, acquisitions are also an important 
element of our growth strategy. Selective acquisitions can 
give us access to new markets, customers and applications 
that, in turn, enhance our future organic growth potential. 
Large companies are not the primary targets of our acquisi-
tion activities. Instead, we focus on identifying well-posi-
tioned and well-run small and medium-sized companies 
that will enhance the Group’s performance. 
 

Further margin expansion 
SFS operates with good margins. We see this as confir-
mation that we are pursuing the right market strategy and 
successfully delivering on our value proposition “Inventing 
success together”. Good profitability is the cornerstone of 
a solid balance sheet and a guarantee of our long-term entre-
preneurial freedom. We aim to improve the EBIT margin of 
SFS Group over the medium term. This is to be achieved 
through above-average growth in profitable business areas, 
further improvements in our operating performance, and the 
continued launch of innovative products.

Strategic priorities in 2018

• Strengthen our position with existing customers by 
 consequently focusing on their needs and accelerating 

our pace of innovation
• Selectively broaden our customer base and penetrate 

new application areas
• Successfully launch various new projects in the pipeline
• Bring to completion the comprehensive projects under 

way to sharpen the company's production profiles 
• Make greater use of synergies within SFS Group, 
 in particular technology synergies

By sharpening our production profile in congruence 
with the competitive advantages of the respective 
locations, we are improving the performance of our 
plants and capturing economies of scale. 

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Strategy
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Broader  
market exposure 
SFS strengthened its position in key growth markets and 
thereby improved its market exposure. The acquisition 
of Tegra Medical lifted the percentage of sales generated 
in the medical device sector and the Americas region to 
6.4% and 17.2%, respectively. 

Markets

Development by end market

Better penetration of medical device market 
Thanks to the acquisitions of Stamm (CH) and Tegra Medical 
(USA) concluded in 2016, the share of sales generated with 
medical device OEMs jumped from 1.9% (2016) to 6.4% 
(2017). Robust trends in the medical device industry are 
fueling the market’s attractive growth worldwide. Due to 
mounting cost pressures, OEMs are increasingly concentrat-
ing their resources on product development and marketing, 
and are intensifying their collaboration with external manu-
facturing specialists such as SFS. We intend to strengthen 
our position in the medical device sector during the years 
to come.

Sustained strong momentum in the automotive business
The good growth momentum witnessed in the automotive 
sector for the past several years was sustained in 2017. 
While sales with the automotive industry were sharply 
higher in absolute terms, relative to total Group sales their 
share declined by 100 basis points to 26.2%. This contrac-
tion can be traced to the integration of Tegra Medical, which 
altered the sectoral and geographical sales breakdown.

Vehicle electrification is a major growth driver for the Auto-
motive business and it has increased the application areas 
SFS can address. Components for electric brakes for auton-
omous driving and new products for housing the cameras 
are examples of this. Other promising innovations are in the 
pipeline. Sales from these projects are expected to sustain 
attractive growth rates in the years ahead. 

Positive momentum achieved 
Business trends in the construction sector were similarly 
very positive. Its share of Group sales came in at 25.3% 
(previous year 27.0%). Key markets in North America and 
Europe are showing signs of strength. Thanks to its innova-
tive products, SFS gained market share and accelerated its 
growth rates.

Sales in the electronics sector turned very positive again after 
a year of transition in 2016 and accounted for 20.6% of 
group sales (previous year 19.8%). Further future-oriented 
projects are in the stages of development and will contrib-
ute to sales growth over the next few years.

Business in the various other end markets was stable and 
accounted for 21.5% of consolidated sales. These markets 
include aerospace and cutting tools manufacturers, for 
example. 

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Markets
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Development by region

Importance of Americas business increased
SFS is well balanced, not only in terms of end markets but 
also in terms of geographies. The importance of the Ameri-
cas region increased significantly and the share of sales 
jumped to 17.2% in 2017 (previous year 14.0%). This is 
largely attributable to the integration of Tegra Medical, where 
customers are located almost exclusively in North and South 
America. Business with customers in the automotive and 
construction sectors also contributed to the increase in this 
region’s share of total sales.

Asia’s share of sales increased
Business activity in Asia is driven primarily by the Electronics 
division, which generates almost all its sales in Asia. Thanks 
to the strong growth, the share of sales rose from 21.4% in 
the previous year to 22.0% despite the first-time consolida-
tion of Tegra Medical. This is attributable primarily to the 
positive trends in the smartphone business and to the new 
components launched for smartwatches and smart homes. 
In the hard disk drives segment, SFS profited both from its 
increased range of products and from its increasing share 
of orders from existing customers. Thus, SFS was able to 
widen its market share despite the overall market contrac-
tion. Business trends in other segments of the Asian market 
were similarly very positive, which offset the run-off of the 
division’s non-core trading activities (TI inserts). 

Worldwide sales offices and production sites

An extensive distribution and production network across North America, Europe 
and Asia allows SFS Group to serve its customers locally from one of its more than 
80 sites worldwide. Customers appreciate our global presence because it allows 
them to collaborate with just one partner when working on an international project. 

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Markets
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Share of sales generated in Europe and Switzerland 
declined 
Sales in Europe is at 39.9%. This positive development is 
due to the strong market demand in the construction and 
industrial sector, and to the successful realization of new 
projects; i. e. in the automotive sector. The share of sales in 
Switzerland increased by 4.8% compared to the previous 
year and achieved a share of sales of 20.9%. In a partly still 
challenging market environment, SFS was able to win sub-
stantial projects against domestic and international compet-
itors that underpin its strong competitive position.

Sales by segment

All three segments report solid growth 
Solid growth and acquisitions in the Automotive and Elec-
tronics divisions lifted the sales of the Engineered Compo-
nents segment by 20.5%. Accounting for 56.7% of total SFS 
sales, this segment remains the largest contributor to Group 
sales. Thanks to the market success of innovative products, 
the Fastening Systems segment strengthened its market 
position and achieved attractive growth. It accounted for 
23.5% of SFS Group sales. The third segment, Distribution 
& Logistics, performed well in its home Swiss market and 
added more than 20 logistics accounts to its customer port-
folio. It generates 19.8% of SFS Group sales. 

Positive trends expected in the coming years 
From a medium-term perspective, the Engineered Com-
ponents segment is expected to achieve faster sales growth 
than SFS Group as a whole. This forecast reflects the seg-
ment’s attractive position in fast-growing markets and the 
numerous new projects that are moving through the pipe-
line. Sales growth at the Fastening Systems segment should 
be roughly in line with the growth rate for SFS Group as a 
whole, while the Distribution & Logistics segment is expec-
ted to experience slower growth which is impacted by the 
expected growth rate of the Swiss economy. Our targeted 
sales growth rate for SFS Group in 2018 remains in a 
range from 5–7%.
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Dynamic 
sales growth 
The realization of demanding new projects 
generated considerable growth momentum.  
Profitability remained at attractive levels despite 
high advance outlays for future growth projects.

Engineered Components

Growth fueled by Automotive and Electronics
The strong growth momentum witnessed during the first 
half of 2017 was successfully maintained in the second half 
of the year. Sales for the 2017 financial year rose by 20.5% 
year-on-year and amounted to CHF 925.8 million. As in pre-
vious years, the good performance of the Automotive divi-
sion was a key element of the segment’s high organic sales 
growth. The Electronics division made a notable contribution 
to growth as well and brought its transformation process to 
a successful conclusion with the phase out of trading activi-
ties. Business at the Industrial division was broadly stable, 
although growth momentum in its various application areas 
varied considerably. The integration of Tegra Medical, which 
made an initial contribution to the growth of the Engineered 
Components segment in December 2016 and now operates 
as the Medical division, was successfully completed. Sales 
for the period were flat because of the characteristics of 
certain projects, although a slight upturn set in during the 
second half as expected. 

High earnings power confirmed
The Engineered Components segment again demonstrated 
its substantial earnings power in the face of a highly com-
petitive market environment and reported an EBITA of 
CHF 186.0 million. This corresponds to an attractive EBITA 
margin of 19.8% (previous year 21.2%). The decline in 
margin was due in particular to advance outlays for the realiza-
tion of new projects. These additional outlays as well as 
project delays originating with customers temporarily low-
ered the operating profit margin.

Solid base for future growth created
In our role as an engineering partner, early involvement in the 
development projects of our customers is vital and that early 
involvement necessitates a partnership of trust. SFS was 
thus proud to have again received rewards for outstanding 
performance from several of its key accounts, such as 
Continental, Robert Bosch, Brose and Faulhaber Group. 

Key figures Engineered Components
in CHF million

2017 2017 2016 2015
SGF* IFRS +/- PY IFRS IFRS

Third party sales

Sales growth comparable1

925.8 925.8 20.5% 

9.6%

768.1 740.1

Net sales 938.2 938.2 20.0% 781.5 756.1

EBITDA 243.3 243.3 11.2% 218.9 185.3

As a % of net sales 25.9 25.9 28.0 24.5

EBITA 186.0 186.0 12.4% 165.4 134.1

As a % of net sales 19.8 19.8 21.2 17.7

Net operating assets 618.6 1,482.2 -2.4% 1,519.2 1,290.6

Investments 80.3 80.3 66.6% 48.2 70.3

Employees (FTE) 6,492 6,492 4.4% 6,217 5,635
RONOA (%)2 30.1 12.6 12.6 10.4

ROCE (%)3 31.7 31.7 32.3 26.5

1 at constant exchange rates and on the same scope of consolidation
2  return (EBITA) in % of net operating assets (adjusted for Tegra 

Medical 2016)
3  return (EBITA) in % of average capital employed without intangible 

assets
*SGF = Swiss GAAP FER

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Engineered Components

The dynamic growth of the Engineered Components segment is based 
on the good performance of the Automotive and Electronics divisions. 
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SFS’s superior performance capabilities are also mirrored 
in the numerous demanding new projects it acquired. SFS 
invested heavily in the expansion of its production capacity 
due to these new projects. Capital expenditure at the Engi-
neered Components segment amounted to CHF 80.3 million 
in 2017, which is well above the level from the previous year 
(CHF 48.2 million). All such projects are subject to strict 
investment guidelines in order not to compromise future prof-
itability. Newly installed production capacity normally does 
not operate at full performance levels until two to three years 
after the associated projects are ramped up.

Automotive division

Electrification of cars confirmed as a growth driver
The Automotive division managed to sustain its high growth 
momentum from the previous years and it grew at a much 
faster pace than its target market in 2017. A major factor 
for its strong growth was the ramp-up of new projects. The 
division also benefited from a positive market environment 
in Asia and Europe. Vehicle electrification and thus autono-
mous driving are major innovation and growth drivers, and 
they are becoming increasingly important. Significant new 
projects were won in these areas – some will increase the 
production volumes of systems that are already in the mar-
ketplace, and others will develop the next generations of 
such products. 

The Automotive division expects its positive growth momen-
tum to continue throughout the coming year in view of its 
attractive project pipeline and the positive market environ-
ment. To ensure the smooth execution of the innovation 
projects and set up the corresponding production capacity, 
capital expenditure will remain high in 2018.

Electronics division

Back on the growth track
In 2017, the Electronics division made considerable progress 
in its development towards a trusted engineering partner for 
a wider range of precision components. Sales for each half 
of the 2017 financial year exceeded the year-ago levels by a 
wide margin. Stronger-than-expected demand for hard disk 
drives was one reason for the fast growth. In this market 
segment, SFS profited both from its larger range of prod-
ucts and from its increasing share of orders from existing 
customers. SFS widened its share of the market despite 
the overall market contraction. 

In the smartphones market, Unisteel again demonstrated 
its superior production capabilities in meeting rapidly rising 
production volumes in connection with important product 
launches. The division’s expertise in cold forming technology 
was also utilized to strengthen its status as a supplier with 
key accounts and to enter new application areas. Important 
project wins were secured in the smart watch business 

and for IoT (Internet of Things) applications such as Smart 
Homes.

The division expects to deliver solid organic sales growth in 
2018 in view of its healthy project pipeline. The division’s 
competitive edge will be even sharper once the construction 
of its new production platform in Nantong (CN) is completed 
in 2019. Factories and production technologies currently 
spread across several sites will be consolidated at this new 
factory in the next two to three years, which will lead to 
efficiency gains. Space will also be available for the realiza-
tion of growth projects.

Industrial division

Stable sales trend achieved
Overall sales at the Industrial division with its different fields 
of application were stable. Business with the aircraft sector, 
a key growth driver in recent years, showed a flat develop-
ment in 2017. This flattening of growth can be traced to 
temporary inventory effects in customer supply chains. 
Notwithstanding those effects, the division was able to 
further strengthen its market position with the aircraft sector 
and improve its competitive profile. At the same time, various 
development projects are far advanced and build the basis 
for further growth.

Floorspace at the plant in Althengstett (DE) is being expanded 
as planned to accommodate the expected ramp-up of cus-
tomer projects in the aircraft business. The anticipated 
increase in production output during the coming years and 
an expansion of the division’s engineering capabilities are 
the main reasons behind the decision to enlarge the Altheng-
stett plant. 

The division enjoyed good growth in the electrical engineer-
ing, control engineering and sensorics application areas. This 
growth was driven by market dynamics and the launch of 
new products. In fastening technology applications for cut-
ting tool applications, the division’s long-standing good rela-
tionships with customers helped it to achieve further sales 
growth.

For 2018, the division expects a broadly positive sales trend. 
New products introduced during the year under review and 
the ramp-up of high-volume production series will be the key 
factors for future growth.

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Engineered Components
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In the field of vehicle electrification, SFS won 
important new projects. 

Engineered Components

In the Engineered Components segment, SFS partners with 
customers to develop and manufacture customer-specific 
precision formed components, mechanical fastening sys-
tems and assemblies. Tailor-made solutions create added 
value for customers by enhancing overall system perfor-
mance, for example, or by reducing the complexity of the 
parts and components required. Besides the applications 
knowledge, technical expertise on the manufacturing side is 
also imperative. 

The Engineered Components segment consists of four 
divisions, each focused on its particular markets.

Automotive division
SFS has established long-standing partnerships with leading 
customers of the automotive industry and their suppliers. 
The services and products offered under the SFS brand 
focus on applications related to safety and comfort, support 
autonomous driving and reduce fuel consumption and engine 
exhaust emissions.

Electronics division
A leading supplier of precision components and miniature 
screws for the electronics industry, this division does most 
of its business in Asia. Its products, sold under the Unisteel 
brand, can be found in smartphones, smartwatches, smart 
homes, game consoles and hard disk drives.

Industrial division
In the Industrial division, SFS sells a wide range of products 
carrying the SFS brand name to market leaders with diverse 
needs operating in attractive niches. The com panies that 
profit from the division’s vast know-how operate in industries 
ranging from aerospace, electrical engineering, architectural 
hardware and metal cutting to the medical components 
industry.

Medical division
In the Medical division, SFS develops and manufactures 
primarily disposable metal/plastic hybrid parts sold under the 
Tegra Medical brand to leading global OEMs in the medical 
device industry. Orthopedics, interventional therapies and 
minimally invasive procedures are examples of its targeted 
application areas.

Medical division

Smooth integration process
After the acquisition in December 2016, Tegra Medical was 
consolidated as the Medical division for a full year for the 
first time. Its integration into SFS Group proceeded very 
smoothly and was viewed positively by employees and 
customers, who are now being offered full access to SFS’ 
extensive technology portfolio.

Its solid organic growth rates from previous years suffered 
a temporary setback in 2017 due to specific project charac-
teristics and customer inventory movements. This resulted 
in an overall flat divisional sales trend, although slightly 
positive growth signals were observed during the fourth 
quarter. Tegra Medical’s skills as a producer of hybrid com-
ponents consisting of plastic and metal materials were par-
ticularly noteworthy.

Production capacity at Tegra Medical’s factory in Costa Rica 
was expanded to sustain growth in the coming years. A well-
established production network in North and South America 
gives Tegra Medical a local presence in the region’s leading 
medtech clusters. This status as a local supplier represents 
a significant competitive advantage for SFS.

Judging by the current project pipeline, the Medical division 
expects to return to a path of solid organic growth in 2018 
and achieve clearly higher margins. A team of specialists 
will be deployed to oversee and intensify efforts to secure 
new customer contacts in Europe and to utilize synergy 
potential.

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Engineered Components
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Strengthened 
market position
Thanks to the market success of innovative products,  
the Fastening Systems segment strengthened its market 
position and delivered attractive growth in a positive 
market environment. Costs resulting from transforma- 
tional projects had a negative effect on the profitability.

Fastening Systems

Innovative products confirmed as growth drivers
The Fastening Systems segment sustained and even acceler-
ated the good growth momentum it reported in the previous 
year. Sales in the 2017 financial year amounted to CHF 384.0 
million, which corresponds to an increase of 8.0% from the 
previous year. In a fundamentally positive environment, 
demand was high, particularly in the European and North 
American construction markets. Thanks to its innovative 
products, SFS widened its share of the market and accel-
erated its growth.

Cost of transformational projects impacted profitability
Segment EBITA for 2017 amounted to CHF 31.0 million, 
which corresponds to an EBITA margin of 7.7% (previous 
year 9.0%). The market success of innovative products and 
high capacity utilization rates at the segment’s manufactur-
ing sites had a positive impact on profitability. However, 
the high levels of demand posed considerable challenges 
that impacted the execution of supply chain optimization 
projects. To ensure timely processing of customer orders, 
inventory levels had to be increased, additional capacity 
had to be secured during the relocation of production pro-
cesses, and some consolidation projects had to be delayed. 
As already reported with the release of the first-half results 
for 2017, the above factors resulted in additional costs that 
had a negative effect on earnings. SFS assumes that the 
ongoing optimization projects will be successfully concluded 
in 2018 and that the ensuing improvements will have a posi-
tive effect on earnings power.

In the Riveting division, setting tools are 
important growth drivers. 

Key figures Fastening Systems
in CHF million

2017 2017 2016 2015
SGF* IFRS +/- PY IFRS IFRS

Third party sales 384.0 384.0 8.0% 355.6 326.9

Sales growth comparable1 6.5%

Net sales 401.0 401.0 8.2% 370.8 341.4

EBITDA 47.1 47.1 - 4.5% 49.3 38.9

As a % of net sales 11.7 11.7 13.3 11.4

EBITA 31.0 31.0 -7.4% 33.5 23.2

As a % of net sales 7.7 7.7 9.0 6.8

Net operating assets 240.8 347.5 12.2% 309.7 289.1

Investments 30.6 30.6 12.7% 27.2 16.3

Employees (FTE) 1,992 1,992 5.7% 1,885 1,758

RONOA (%)2 12.9 8.9 10.8 8.0

ROCE (%)3 13.5 13.5 16.0 11.1

1 at constant exchange rates and on the same scope of consolidation
2 return (EBITA) in % of net operating assets
3 return (EBITA) in % of average capital employed without intangible
 assets 
*SGF = Swiss GAAP FER
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Construction division

Market share increased thanks to innovative projects
Key markets addressed by the Construction division showed 
signs of strength. Demand in different fields of application 
in the European and North American markets rose to levels 
last seen before the global financial and economic crisis. 

The Construction division managed to grow much faster 
than the market. Its market share gains were fueled by the 
success of its innovative products and services. Trends 
associated with greater safety, energy consumption savings, 
aesthetics and individuality proved to be major drivers of 
innovation. Positive factors were its enlarged offering of prod-
ucts and services via acquisitions or strategic partnerships, 
examples of which are Ncase (subframes for rainscreen 
cladding systems) and HECO (wood construction screws). 
Moreover, the launch of the in-house developed fall protec-
tion system "Soter" for roof applications proofed to be very 
successful. 

Due to pleasing customer demand, some of the projects 
aimed at sharpening the production profiles had to be post-
poned. This ensured the timely processing of customer 
orders. 

These production optimization projects will be concluded 
during the second half of 2018 and lead to further efficiency 
gains for the Construction division. Management expects a 
positive market environment in 2018 and both sales and 
profits should develop positively.

Riveting division

Demand from automotive sector increased
Sales at the Riveting division rose in 2017. Demand from the 
automotive industry was particularly strong. Attention is 
drawn to successful projects involving blind rivet nuts and 
blind rivet nut studs that necessitated the expansion of 
the division’s production capacity in the United Kingdom.

Successful riveting tool projects, such as the launch of the 
new battery-powered blind rivet setting tool FireBird® Pro, 
boosted top-line growth. This tool offers obvious advantages 
in terms of comfort and riveting speed and force compared 
with competitor products. Trends towards the electrification 
of assembly lines and automated rivet setting tools that 
allow a 100% monitoring of the rivet installation have proven 
to be robust drivers of innovation and growth. Thanks to the 
solutions provided, customers can benefit from substantial 
efficiency gains and from more accurate quality control.

Comprehensive projects were initiated to sharpen the divi-
sion’s production profile. Operational difficulties that arose 
after consolidation of two sites in the US to a single location 
continued to persist in the second half, as had been expec- 
ted. The largest infrastructure project ever launched in the 

Fastening Systems

SFS offers customers proprietary mechanical fastening solu-
tions under the SFS and GESIPA® brands in its Fastening 
Systems segment. SFS creates added value for customers 
with its application-specific fasteners and specially designed 
installation tools, by making the fastening process faster, 
safer and more ergonomic.

Fastening Systems segment consists of the Construction 
and Riveting divisions.

Construction division
Under the SFS brand, SFS develops and manufactures 
application-specific fastening systems, hinge technology 
and assembly systems that are marketed to the construction 
and building materials industries. The products made by this 
division are used in the construction of building envelopes 
(roof and walls), in timber construction and in doors, windows 
and other areas.

Riveting division
The Riveting division specializes in fastening solutions based 
on blind riveting technology. As a dependable partner for 
trade and industry, the Riveting division offers customers 
premium-quality fastening systems (blind rivets, blind rivet 
nuts and the corresponding installation tools) under the 
GESIPA® brand.

history of GESIPA®, expanding its production site in Thal 
(Germany), is proceeding as planned. Recruitment of the 
necessary skilled workers has been a challenge, however. 
The factory in China, which is part of the global production 
platform that SFS is building to serve the automobile indus-
try, achieved several milestones and tripled its production 
volume. 

The Riveting division expects to deliver solid growth in 2018 
and to improve its profitability. The launch of new products 
such as digitally connected rivet setting tools, will support 
the upward sales trend. Most of the infrastructure projects 
to ensure growth capacity will be completed in 2018. The 
challenges at the US site are gradually being overcome and 
this, too, will contribute to higher profitability in the future.

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Fastening Systems
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Broadened 
customer base
The Distribution & Logistics segment achieved  
solid growth and gained important new customers  
by virtue of its compelling solutions. Profitability was 
affected by higher procurement costs.

Distribution & Logistics

Success driven by convincing market offering
The Distribution & Logistics segment achieved solid growth 
in a generally improved market environment. Compared to 
the figure from the previous year, segment sales rose by 
3.2% to CHF 322.9 million. This growth is well above the 
growth rate of Switzerland's gross domestic product, which 
is a relevant benchmark for this segment. 

The increase in sales can be traced to the sound project and 
customer acquisitions made in previous years and to demand 
for its attractive product portfolios. The two product cate-
gories of fastening technology and tools showed particu-
larly strong growth rates.

More than 20 new (logistics) customers were acquired dur-
ing the year, which is a clear indication of the competitive 
advantages that its C-class logistics systems offer. These 
solutions provide substantial optimization potential: besides 
automating administrative processes, customers can reduce 
their average inventory level while increasing parts availability 
at the same time. Thanks to the scalability of these systems 
and the alliance with business partners, customers with inter-
national activities can also reap the benefits of these logistics 
systems at their sites located outside Switzerland. 

Profitability affected by higher procurement costs
In the 2017 financial year, the Distribution & Logistics 
segment generated an EBITA of CHF 30.0 million, which 
corresponds to an EBITA margin of 9.1%. Excluding the 
non-recurring effects of 2016 and 2017 that result from 
the sale of a property no longer required, the EBITA margin 
stands at 6.9% (previous year 7.2%). 

Procurement costs rapidly increased due to a general rise in 
raw material prices and the depreciation of the Swiss franc, 
but these higher costs could be passed on to customers 
only after a certain time lag. That delay had a negative effect 

Distribution & Logistics underpins its logistics 
systems competence with the acquisition of 
more than 20 new customers.

Key figures Distribution & Logistics
in CHF million

2017 2017 2016 2015
SGF* IFRS +/- PY IFRS IFRS

Third party sales 322.9 322.9 3.2% 312.8 309.3

Sales growth comparable1 3.1%

Net sales 328.9 328.9 3.2% 318.6 314.8

EBITDA 35.9 35.9 6.2% 33.8 26.5

As a % of net sales 10.9 10.9 10.6 8.4

EBITA 30.0 30.0 10.7% 27.1 18.8

As a % of net sales 9.1 9.1 8.5 6.0

Net operating assets 134.2 143.1 2.0% 140.3 151.9

Investments 10.4 10.4 166.7% 3.9 1.6

Employees (FTE) 655 655 4.8% 625 643

RONOA (%)2 22.4 20.9 19.3 12.3

ROCE (%)3 21.3 21.3 19.0 12.5

1 at constant exchange rates and on the same scope of consolidation
2  return (EBITA) in % of net operating assets 
3  return (EBITA) in % of average capital employed without intangible 

assets 
*SGF = Swiss GAAP FER
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on the margin. Selective recruitment of additional staff  
to strengthen overall competitiveness also led to a slight 
increase in the segment’s operating costs.

Further expansion of product portfolio
The Distribution & Logistics segment implemented extensive 
measures during the year under review to expand its product 
range and improve its operating performance. It entered an 
attractive and growing market segment by adding personal 
protective equipment to its product range. This additional 
product category is now offered through every sales channel 
and was well received by customers.

The number of products offered over the electronic distribu-
tion channels is being steadily expanded. Sheet metal work-
ing customers, for example, can use a new configuration 
tool (www.meinblech.ch) to quickly and easily select the 
shape, size and color of the products they want to order. 
SFS further strengthened its online presence with the launch 
of the new online shop (www.sfs.ch) in February 2018.

An important factor differentiating SFS from the competition 
are the multiple sales channels it offers to its customers: 
These range from the above-mentioned online channels 
to direct sales to a chain of specialty retail shops (Handwerk-
Stadt). The opening of a new HandwerkStadt store in the 
Zurich metropolitan area at the turn of the year increased 
the number of stores to 28.

Logistics infrastructure improved
SFS must ensure timely delivery services even with higher 
order volumes and an expanded range of products. There-
fore, its warehouse in Rebstein (CH) is being significantly 
enlarged at an investment volume of about CHF 11 million. 
This expansion project will also produce productivity gains.

Looking ahead to 2018, the Distribution & Logistics segment 
expects its sales to continue to grow amid a generally posi-
tive economic environment. The segment also expects an 
improvement in its earnings.

Distribution & Logistics

The Distribution & Logistics segment offers a range of pro-
ducts in the areas of fastening technology, tools and archi-
tectural hardware, and innovative logistics solutions with 
significant customer benefit. Under the SFS brand, Distribu-
tion & Logistics is a leading supplier and services partner 
for manufacturers, the skilled trades, construction compa-
nies, specialty retailers, wholesalers, and hardware & home 
improvement stores in Switzerland.

With its international procurement expertise and competent 
sales and service teams, SFS helps make every day a suc-
cess for its customers. Customized logistics solutions can 
lower process costs significantly and thus play a key role in 
making customers more competitive.

Modern, economical logistics infrastructure allows the Distri-
bution & Logistics segment to deliver its products quickly, 
reliably and efficiently.

In Rebstein (CH) the logistics infrastructure is 
being significantly expanded at an investment 
volume of about CHF 11 million. 

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Distribution & Logistics
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Success stories

Engineered Components
SFS developed an innovative, technically and 
economically attractive solution in collaboration 
with a leading manufacturer of mechatronic com-
ponents for the automotive industry, which in-
clude electric seat adjustment solutions. This 
solution satisfies SFS’ claim – “Inventing success 
together” – 100%. 

 From three 
       to one

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Success stories
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Sophisticated product for electric seat adjustment 
To lower development and production costs for its electric 
seat adjustment, the customer hosted an event and invited a 
number of suppliers to explore and discuss a range of ideas 
and suggestions. Ultimately, SFS was awarded a major 
contract for having understood the customers requirements 
precisely and implementing them in an innovative solution 
that convinced both technically and economically.  

Economic and technical benefits achieved
SFS specialists investigated the full range of seat adjustment 
applications together with the customer. Optimization poten-
tial in the overall application was identified after a thorough 
examination. Instead of building the module with three 
separate components, SFS suggested that these compo-
nents should be merged into a single part. The resulting 
cold formed part offers a challenging geometry and provides 
tangible commercial benefits as it entails no additional 
logistics, storage or assembly costs. 

New production line set up in the USA
SFS’s global production platform enables local customer 
delivery with just one supplier. Thus, the technology can be 
transferred to other locations to exploit synergies - as was 
also the case with this seat adjustment product, millions of 
units of which are already being produced in Heerbrugg (CH) 
and Turnov (CZ).  

In light of SFS’s international presence and the high customer 
demand, the customer commissioned SFS to set up a third 
production line. This involves setting up machinery, transfer-
ring know-how and training employees in the course of 2017 
and 2018. Following product release, SFS will be able to 
supply the new product to the customers plant in America 
from its Medina (USA) site instead of from Heerbrugg.

SFS wins award
Moreover, SFS had the privilege of accepting an award on 
behalf of all SFS employees involved in this project, which 
is further proof of SFS’s extraordinary achievement.

SFS worked in close collaboration with its customer on this 
project to “invent” a new and better solution for an existing 
product. Thereby, the SFS value proposition “Inventing 
success together” was impressively applied. 

Value added for the customer
• Brainstorming and development of an innovative solution
• Realization of an economically and technically interesting 

solution
• Close collaboration with customer
• Local supply thanks to SFS’s global production plattform  

SFS Group AG | Annual report 2017 | Success stories
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Success stories

Fastening Systems
Istanbul’s new airport is set to be one of the world’s 
largest. More than 30,000 workers are busy getting 
the airport ready for inauguration in October 2018. 
SFS developed solutions for this prestigious con- 
struction project in close collaboration with the  
customer, true to our value proposition: "Inventing 
success together".

 Comprehensive  
product 
              offering 
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SFS delivered comprehensive range of products and 
services   
To protect installation crews from serious falls while working 
on airport’s roof, airport officials reviewed roof safety systems 
with a variety of suppliers before eventually opting for SFS’s 
innovative “Soter” fall protection system. As many as 2,200 
Soter units with a customized glossy surface finish, attached 
to each other with stainless steel cables running to a length 
of 18km, have now been installed on the airport’s 400,000 
m2 standing seam roof. The system was fastened using 
GESIPA® PowerBird® tools, ideal for this purpose because of 
their fast cycle times, robustness and ergonomic design. 
SFS’s contribution to Istanbul New Airport also includes 
various fastening solutions for the building envelope (roof 
and walls) adapted specifically for this project. With a projec-
ted annual capacity of up to 200 million passengers, the new 
airport promises to be one of the world’s largest transport 
hubs. 

Tailored customer solution developed
Istanbul New Airport is a successful example of our value 
proposition “Inventing success together” put into practice. 
Close customer contacts and the international teamwork 
of SFS employees from Turkey and the UK resulted in the 
design and development of a bespoke solution for the custo-
mer – including a system layout that matches the roof’s geo- 
metry. Expert site management and on-the-spot technical 
support as well as rapid product deliveries to the construc-
tion site were decisive factors in favor of SFS. 

With this project, SFS has reinforced its position as a specia-
list for building envelope fastening technology. With a com-
prehensive range of products and services, expert imple- 
mentation of bespoke modifications and rapid execution 
times, SFS clearly created value added for the customer. 

Value added for the customer 
• Comprehensive range of products and services 
• Close collaboration with customers
• Expert construction site management and on-the-spot 

consultation 
• Bespoke customer modifications  
• Rapid implementation and delivery times
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Success stories

Launch  
        of new    
      online store 
Distribution & Logistics
SFS launched a new, modern and user-friendly  
online store for customers in the manufacturing  
and skilled trades sectors. Working hand in hand  
with customers and external partners, SFS created 
an online platform that is centered on the needs  
of the buyers.  
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Omni-channel concept 
SFS’s Distribution & Logistics segment serves the domestic 
Swiss market, where it offers professionals in the skilled 
trades and manufacturing sector an attractive range of fasten-
ing systems, architectural hardware, and tools. Customers 
throughout the country profit from the segment's extensive 
network of physical sales and distribution points, which 
include 28 HandwerkStadt retail shops, and can also order 
the entire product range online.

Full range of high-quality items
In early 2018 SFS launched a new online shop at www.sfs.ch 
that focuses on user friendliness and on optimal support in 
the ordering process of our customer. Based on numerous 
discussions with customers and feedback from external 
partners, SFS analyzed and assessed the most important 
features and elements of the new e-shop in 2017 and then 
integrated them into the project concept. The result is a 
modern, easy-to-use platform with more than 150,000 
top-quality items for professionals in the manufacturing 
sector and skilled trades.  

SFS’s online store also serves as a source of information on 
the vast range of products and services offered by Distribu-
tion & Logistics, such as bespoke logistics solutions, and 
allows customers to place an express order that can then be 
collected in-store at one of the HandwerkStadt locations a 
mere two hours later. 

High customer value 
This optimized omni-channel concept enhanced by the 
new online shop is very convenient for professionals from 
the manufacturing and skilled trades sectors, as it takes a 

variety of individual needs into consideration: the modern 
online store offers a quick and easy ordering process and 
24-hour availability, while professional, personal support and 
advice is available at the physical stores.

Thanks to its close collaboration with key customers, SFS 
was able to launch this modern online store that supports 
the success of both SFS and its customers – true to its credo 
of “Inventing success together.”

Value added for the customer 
• Comprehensive range of products that meet market needs
• Modern and user-friendly platform
• Express orders ready for pick-up within two hours
• Omni-channel concept

www.sfs.ch
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Sharpening of 
   production 
profiles
SFS internal 
“Inventing success together” – that promise 
guides us in all our actions, internal as well as 
external. For example, it played a crucial role in 
our successful efforts to master the challenges 
posed by the appreciation of the Swiss franc.
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Challenge for Swiss manufacturing sites
The sudden and strong surge in the value of the Swiss franc 
in January of 2015 posed a tremendous challenge in particu-
lar to SFS’ manufacturing sites in Switzerland. More than 
90% of their output is exported and export prices are usually 
quoted in euros. To restore their competitiveness and secure 
employment levels over the long run, a wide range of mea- 
sures was developed together with inputs from employees.

To mitigate these negative effects, SFS employees contrib-
uted with longer working hours and reduced annual leave. 
That vital contribution was augmented by salary cuts for 
members of the Board of Directors and the Group Executive 
Board as well as strict cost management.

Focus on knowledge-intensive processes
In an effort to leverage the strengths of the Swiss-based 
operations and rebalance their operations taking into consid-
eration the new exchange-rate environment, SFS sharpened 
the focus of its Swiss production sites on knowledge and 
capital-intensive products and processes that offer substan-
tial value-added and have a high degree of automation. Pro- 
jects in the Automotive and Industrial divisions meet these 
criteria the best. Simultaneously, manufacturing operations 
for products that do not meet these criteria (e.g. products 
for the construction industry) have been transferred to more 
suitable locations outside Switzerland. This, in turn, has freed 
up room and resources in Switzerland that can be used to 
realize the many new projects under way in the Automotive 
and Industrial divisions.

Thanks to these measures, significant productivity gains 
were already achieved in 2016 and SFS’s competitiveness 
has been restored. These projects to sharpen the production 
profiles are scheduled to be completed by the end of 2018. 
The level of employment was not only successfully defend-
ed, but selectively increased in order to be able to realize 
ongoing growth projects. 

Investing in Swiss sites
SFS will also invest about CHF 36 million to increase capacity 
and productivity at its major sites in Switzerland by the 
summer of 2018. Logistics infrastructure is being modern-
ized and heat-treating capacity is being expanded. These 
investments will similarly strengthen the competitive profile 
of SFS.

Process of continuous improvement 
This example demonstrates clearly that “Inventing success 
together” also applies and is practiced in-house: the disad-
vantage stemming from the Swiss franc’s sudden appreci-
ation was turned into an advantage thanks to our constant 
quest for improvement, the loyalty and solidarity of our employ- 
ees, and our courage to explore and embrace change. 

Value added 
• Competitive advantages consequently exploited
• Space and capacity created for growth projects 
• Spirit of partnership cultivated, staffing levels maintained
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Clear  
objectives
After identifying the key themes that have a bearing 
on SFS’s sustainable development, clear objectives 
and actions have now been drawn up.

Sustainability

Human rights

Structures established 
The Corporate Principles and the Code of Conduct are two 
key documents on the subject of sustainability at SFS. The 
Corporate Principles sets out our common values, while the 
Code of Conduct defines the basic rules by which we con-
duct our business activities. Both these documents remain 
applicable. Compliance-relevant processes and organizational 
units have been continually strengthened following the adop-
tion of the Code of Conduct in 2014. SFS now has effective 
structures in place that sensitize employees about critical 
issues and which they can use to report suspected viola-
tions of the Code of Conduct. 

Based on the group-wide compliance testing results re- 
ported as of 30 September 2017, there is no specific need 
to take action within the area of human rights. Nevertheless, 
as an internationally active company that employs people 
of different nationalities, religious faiths and ethnicities, 
there is a latent risk that human rights might be violated. 
As a preventive measure, everyone on the SFS workforce 
completed an e-learning module or other appropriate training 
on the Code of Conduct in 2017. The training content raised 
employee awareness of ethical behavior, which includes 
respecting human rights, and also informed employees of 
their obligation to report known or suspected violations of 
workplace ethics. 

Considerable importance is attached to the Corporate Prin-
ciples and the Code of Conduct during the onboarding of 
new employees and in our vocational training programs by 
means of a training right after joining SFS. This ensures 
that the contents of these documents are understood by 
new SFS employees early on and then reflected back into 
the organization on a continual basis.

Compliance as a managerial responsibility recognized
Compliance structures and awareness-raising measures  
in the broader workforce can come into full force and effect 
only with an unconditional and authentic management com-
mitment to compliance issues. Tangible leadership from man-
agement is particularly important with respect to human 
rights. During the reporting period, a number of managers 
underwent 360-degree feedback reviews in a pilot project 
that also covered issues relating to integrity and role model 
of managers in their interaction with employees and the 
company in ethical behavior. Use of the 360-degree feed-
back tool will be intensified during coming years in all divi-
sions.

Anti-corruption efforts

Commitment to fighting corruption reinforced
SFS’s anti-corruption policy came into effect in 2016 and 
corresponding training on issues that are particularly exposed 
to this risk, were provided via an e-learning program. This 
training concept is now firmly established and part of the 
onboarding process for new employees in sales, procure-
ment, finance and accounting roles. In 2017, employees 
throughout SFS Group frequently contacted the Compliance 
Officer with ethics-related questions regarding invitations 
to certain events and the offering or accepting of gifts and 
hospitality. The increase in the number of such queries is 
a clear indication that employee awareness of corruption 
issues has risen and this is regarded as a positive develop-
ment.
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Labor standards 

Diversity seen as an opportunity
SFS Group has been committed to the principles of the UN 
Global Compact since joining in 2010. SFS strongly con-
demns forced labor and child labor of any kind whatsoever 
and upholds the right to freedom of association and collec-
tive bargaining throughout the organization. Due to the 
inclusion of these principles in its conditions of purchase, 
SFS Group demands its business partners to share these 
values. 

Given the international presence and size of SFS, a distinc-
tive diversity is a natural outcome that is embraced as posi-
tive and enriching. The internships of several weeks that 
SFS apprentices are offered in other cultural and language 
regions, and the international training programs for man-
agement, which SFS has successfully conducted for the 
past several years to promote intercultural collaboration, are 
examples of how SFS champions diversity. It follows that 
discrimination of any kind whatsoever will not be tolerated 
during the recruitment process or anywhere in the work-
place.

It is a matter of concern to SFS that diversity is maximized 
in the organization’s administration, management, supervi-
sory bodies and interdisciplinary teams in terms of age, gen-
der, educational and professional background. However, in 
the materiality assessment passed by the Group Executive 
Board on December 7, 2016 this topic was not accorded 
priority by any of the participating stakeholder groups. As 
we want to focus our efforts on the most important goals 
and measures (see page 34), there are currently no specific 
concepts being developed or implemented to foster diversity.
 

 

Every year, apprentices from the US and 
Switzerland are offered the opportunity of an 
internship of several weeks in other cultural 
and language regions. 

Selected employee key figures of SFS in Switzerland*  
Education and training, in particular the vocational training, are crucial to secure the required social and professional  
competencies in the long run. 

Unit 31.12.2017 31.12.2016 31.12.2015

Number of employees Number (headcount) 2,415 2,321 2,292

Female employees Number (headcount) 465 446 437

Share in % 19 19 19

Fluctuation of employees Share in % 5.0 6.0 5.1

Apprentices Number (headcount) 156 153 152

Workplace injuries Number 105 109 131

Rate of injuries per 1000 employees 44 47 57

Absence rate, work-related and non-work related Number 20,203 19,725 19,259

Share in % of

total working days 3.5 3.5 3.4

*without Stamm AG
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Environment 

Environmental management system certified
Since 2016 all Automotive division sites have been ISO 
14001-certified. Every manufacturing site of the Electron-
ics division and a number of the Industrial and Riveting divi-
sions’ sites have since received ISO 14001 certification, and 
improved their environmental performance. Certification of 
further sites is planned.

ISO 14001 certification commits a site to set specific envi-
ronmental objectives each year and define environmental 
policies on that basis. ISO 14001 requirements are now a 
firm part of SFS Group’s quality management system and 
both systems form an overarching business management 
system.

Compliance with environmental legislation is assessed every 
year. In addition, SFS Group collects information on environ-
mental and safety indicators for its databases, and it plans to 
train experts for ISO 14001 certification.

In 2017, all 15 commissioners of the Environmental and 
Safety teams at the Heerbrugg site participated in a two-day 
course on selected environmental issues. These commis-
sioners are responsible for the compliance and implementa-
tion of these guidelines in their respective organi zational unit. 
Moreover, they ensure communication between employees, 
line managers and the responsibles for environmental issues 
and contribute to prevent workplace injuries as well as to 
improve environmental protection. An e-learning program on 
quality, environment and safety policies was also rolled 
out worldwide.

Solutions to meet environmental goals established
SFS seeks and supports solutions that preserve the envi-
ronment during the course of the business operations at 
all our sites worldwide. As representative examples, this 
report takes a closer look at our efforts in Switzerland and 
India.

All ISO14001-certified sites define specific 
environmental objectives each year. 
Moreover, SFS plans to train experts for ISO 
14001 certification at the sites. 
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The new heat treatment system, now 
equipped with low-emission flameless 
oxidation (FLOX) burners, reduces CO2 

emissions.  

Switzerland
A range of measures implemented in Heerbrugg in 2017 
have significantly reduced the site’s environmental impact. 
Modernization of ventilation systems in a section of the pro-
duction operations is saving energy and improving air quality 
at the same time. New LED-based lighting with state-of-
the-art control systems has significantly reduced energy 
consumption and, additionally, the new system is easier 
to maintain. Relocating the offices of SFS intec and SFS 
unimarket employees to a single, shared site has produced 
energy savings of about 20% and reduced traffic. Similarly, 
the switch from pneumatics to servomechanisms for cer-
tain metal-forming processes in assembly operations has 
cut energy consumption by a factor of 50. This technology 
is currently being tested in a pilot project. Generated heat is 
also being better utilized in Heerbrugg, thanks to the modi-
fication of the hydraulics of its heating supply system. And 
a new heat treatment system, the first to be deployed with 
low-emission flameless oxidation (FLOX) burners, has 
reduced CO2 and other exhaust emissions.

A mobility concept called “mobility@SFS” was launched in 
Switzerland during the reporting period. The aim of the con-
cept is to improve commuter behavior of SFS employees and 
thereby increase motivation, satisfaction and health. Moreo-
ver, it protects the environment and makes more efficient 
use of company cars and parking facilities. Following an 
analysis of commuter flows and the needs of employees in 
Switzerland, these employees were offered the opportunity 

to buy an electric bicycle for half the usual price. SFS and 
bicycle specialists involved in the scheme pay the other 
half. The campaign drew a huge response – about 40% of 
employees took advantage of the opportunity and about 
1,000 e-bikes were ordered. An incentive system to pro-
mote more ecological commuter behavior on a general 
level will be launched in 2018. 

India
In India, Indo Schöttle, that was acquired by SFS in 2014, 
received a “Best Overall Sustainable Performance Award” 
from Mahindra, India’s largest vehicle manufacturer. This 
important award was presented in recognition of achieve-
ments in the utilization of alternative energies, energy conser-
vation and corporate social responsibility. Mahindra singled 
out Indo Schöttle’s outstanding sustainability initiatives, 
which included new solar and hybrid power ge neration 
installations at the Pune site, a rain water harvesting system 
at Belgaum, an investment in four high-volume ventilators 
and a campaign to plant some 500 trees.
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Materiality assessment

Progress through greater focus
SFS elaborated a materiality matrix in accordance with the 
widely recognized GRI Standards. This matrix compares 
the company’s perspective, represented by the Group 
Executive Board, with those of other internal and external 
stakeholders. The results of this matrix showed us which 
sustainability issues were the most important ones. The 
dialogue with the stakeholders will be continued and the 
materiality assessment updated over the coming years.

To ensure that we achieve measurable progress in each of 
the six priority topics identified in the matrix, specific goals 
and action plans according to GRI were drawn up for each 
topic and approved by the Group Executive Board. These 
goals and action plans are outlined in the following section. 

1

Customer satisfaction
Our primary objective is to collaborate closely with custom-
ers to achieve mutual success – according to our claim 
“Inventing success together” – and to create sustainable 
value for our customers. Close partnerships presuppose a 
spirit of mutual trust. Customer trust is earned by maintain-
ing high levels of customer satisfaction with our products 
and by engaging in a continual dialog.

We periodically measure the satisfaction of our key accounts 
and identify potential for further improvement. In 2018, we 
intend to consolidate the existing divisional approaches and 
to harmonize the efforts. 

2

Economic value creation and distribution to stakeholders
This criterion essentially mirrors the fair partnerships between 
SFS and its various stakeholder groups. SFS’s commitment 
to fair partnership is part of its corporate DNA and is anchored 
in its Corporate Principles. Stakeholder value is created in 
various ways, in the form of the wages the company pays 
to its employees, for example, or through the dividends 
that shareholders receive or the taxes that the company 
pays into the public purse. We refrain from aggressive tax 
avoidance practices.

Besides maintaining a balanced distribution of value among 
the various stakeholder groups, we want to expand the 
aggregate amount of value created. Doing so will increase 
the various stakeholder groups’ share of value in absolute 
terms. 

Materiality matrix of the SFS Group
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  Most important topics for a sustainable development of SFS

 1 Customer satisfaction
 2 Economic value creation and distribution to stakeholders
 3 Occupational health and safety
 4  Regular performance and career development reviews
 5 Programs for skill management and lifelong learning
 6 Training and education

  Further relevant topics

 7 Ensuring non-discrimination
 8 Anti-corruption measures
 9 Compliance with environmental laws and regulations
 10 Effluents
 11 Emissions
 12 Overall environmental protection expenditure and investment
 13 Energy consumption by company, suppliers and customers
 14 Complaints and litigation about environmental impact
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5  
Programs for skill management and lifelong learning
We want to make sure that our employees are capable  
of performing their jobs correctly. In addition to individual 
new employee onboarding plans, every employee can take 
advantage of an increasing range of professional develop-
ment opportunities. 

Peer groups are also an important platform where know ledge 
can be exchanged on a continual, internal basis. There are 11 
such peer groups, consisting of one representative from 
each division. They meet at regular intervals physically or 
virtually to discuss new developments, crucial information 
and the latest news pertaining to specific topics (such as 
social media or procurement matters). These groups are a 
very useful and efficient means of sharing knowledge within 
SFS Group and leveraging that knowledge selectively in the 
various divisions to bring about improvements. 

Employee satisfaction surveys are also conducted on a re gu-
lar basis to obtain feedback on the professional employee 
education and training programs and on how they can be 
improved. 

6  
Training and education
SFS is already actively involved in professional development 
activities. The importance attached to this topic by the stake-
holder groups fosters our resolve to continue on the path we 
have taken. In Switzerland, every employee is entitled to 
invest on average four days a year in training and develop-
ment. The range of training programs offered will continue 
to be expanded. Besides more e-learning units, i. e. a new 
“Sales Excellence Training” will be introduced for selected 
employees.

The “International Leadership Development Program” (ILDP) 
for SFS executives and specialists will be continued as well. 
Fostering intercultural cooperation within SFS Group is an 
important aspect of the ILDP. 

The dual education and training system is vital to our efforts 
to develop young talents. We would like 5–7% of the world-
wide workforce to be apprentices enrolled in such programs. 
To reach this target, we will intensify our efforts to promote 
dual education programs internationally. 

SFS’s future financial goals will be defined in the mid-term 
plan 2020 to 2025 that will be prepared in 2018/2019. We 
will also analyze the share of value distributed to each of the 
various stakeholder groups during the past several years. The 
results of this analysis will provide reference points for the 
distribution of value going forward.

3  
Occupational health and safety
At a manufacturing company like SFS where performance 
and success are largely attributable to its highly motivated 
workforce, employee safety and health is a top priority. We 
promote employee well-being by endorsing a healthy work-
life balance and by seeking to avoid workplace injuries.

In 2018, we will take action to further improve safety at all 
sites currently certified to ISO 14001, among other meas-
ures. Quantitative goals will be verified and new goals for-
mulated.

Furthermore, other initiatives stemming from SUVA, Switzer-
land’s national occupational accident insurance agency, will 
be implemented at Heerbrugg, Switzerland, the largest SFS 
site, along with an improved absence management program. 
Absence management will help to draw a supervisor’s atten-
tion to potential health problems and encourage a proactive 
dialog with the employee. The employee satisfaction surveys 
we conduct on a periodic basis also give us valuable feed-
back on employee safety, health and satisfaction. The results 
of these surveys lay the cornerstone for further improve-
ments in (workplace) conditions.

4  
Regular performance and career development reviews
SFS’s sustained success is largely the work of its employees. 
Considerable importance is therefore attached to continual 
performance evaluations and talent development activities.

Every employee is invited to a performance review at least 
once or twice a year, at which straightforward professional 
development and performance goals are defined for the 
coming year. 

We aim to fill 70% of all open managerial positions with inter-
nal candidates. Besides the aforementioned performance 
reviews, the implementation of a structured employee devel-
opment program helps us to achieve this ambitious target.
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Extensive 
technology portfolio
SFS’s widely recognized cutting-edge techno-
logical and process expertise provides a sturdy 
foundation for innovative solutions. 

Technology

Cold forming
High productivity and material efficiency
Ever since its production activities began in 1960, SFS has 
opted for the beneficial properties of cold forming. Start-
ing with a blank – usually a wire cut-off – a formed part is 
produced in two to six forming stages, during which the 
metal workpiece takes the shape of the die into which it 
is pressed. Material loss is extremely low compared with 
alternative production methods such as machining. The high 
productive capacity of up to 600 workpieces per minute 
also makes the cold forming process very cost-effective 
for high-volume production runs.

  More information on cold forming (video)

Deep drawing technology
Ideal complement to cold forming technology
Deep drawing is a technique used to produce very thin-
walled precision parts that cannot be produced through 
cold forming. Flat blanks serve as the starting material 
for deep-drawn parts. They are shaped into hollow bodies 
with diverse functions, undergoing as many as 22 different 
forming and shaping operations in the process.

  More information on deep drawing (video)

Precision machining
The stepping stone to ready-to-fit components
Precision machining technology, such as milling, turning or 
grinding, is usually offered as a complementary option to 
cold forming technology to satisfy customer needs for 
ready-to-fit components.

  More information on precision machining (video)

With high production volumes in particular, cold 
forming (above) offers economic advantages. Deep 
drawing (below) is an ideal complement to it. 
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Plastic injection molding 
Comprehensive expertise 
SFS has years of experience and a vast range of skills in 
plastic injection molding. Thermoplastics are used in a wide 
range of solutions that would not be possible with formed 
metal parts, or only with certain limitations. Superior solu-
tions often result from the realization of components made 
of both metal and plastic. SFS extended its plastic injection 
molding competencies with the acquisition of Stamm AG in 
2016, who is a precision manufacturing specialist for small 
and micro-sized molded parts. Micro molding technology is 
used to fabricate ultra-small parts with high precision toler-
ances. Super-small geometries and micro structures can, 
depending on the material used, be engineered with high 
reproducibility and tolerances in the micrometer range. And 
at attractive total costs. 

  More information on plastic injection molding (video)

Mechanical fastening technology
Fastener and installation device as complete system
SFS focuses on the holistic optimization of the fastening 
process in its constant quest to generate extra value for the 
customer. We make the fastening process more ergonomic, 
reliable and efficient. By developing application-specific 
installation devices and tools, customers benefit from tailor- 
made comprehensive systems solutions. Rivets (blind rivets 
and blind rivet nuts) are a viable option when screws do not 
meet the specified requirements, or only inadequately so. 
Minimal wear, high installation quality, short processing 
cycles and a long service life are the hallmarks of these 
cost-effective installation machines and tools. 

  More information on fastening technology (video)

  More information on riveting technology (video)

Laser processing technology
Modern technology for medical device industry
With the acquisition of Tegra Medical, SFS acquired a 
comprehensive portfolio comprising machining and clean-
ing technologies, as well as cutting-edge manufacturing 
tools such as laser welding, cutting, drilling, abrasion and 
marking. Tegra Medical’s deep process knowledge and its 
ability to find innovative solutions for complex issues help 
customers to develop new and improved medical devices 
and instruments. These are mainly used in orthopedics and 
in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases or minimally 
surgical interventions.

  More information on Tegra Medical (video)

Logistics solutions
Significant reductions in the cost of C class logistics 
Sourcing costs associated with C parts are often higher than 
the actual cost of the parts themselves, due to the related 
administrative tasks, intricate flows of information and com-
plex movements of goods. SFS has developed and imple-
mented numerous solutions under the “M2M by SFS” label 
for optimizing C class inventory management processes to 
address this situation. These solutions lower customers’ 
process costs and required inventory levels while increasing 
supply availability. They are at the cutting edge of currently 
available technology for sensors and wireless communica-
tions functionality. With these innovative logistics solutions, 
SFS underscores its technology leadership.

  More information on logistics solutions from SFS (video)
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Using laser technology, a core competence of 
Tegra Medical, innovative solutions for 
customers can be realized. 

https://youtu.be/iKO-HoxJL3k
https://youtu.be/Zct_ATife1E
https://youtu.be/Yv7IG9bErzE
https://youtu.be/ArmVpeCZZWI
https://youtu.be/IW1RAsq3Uf8
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Report of the statutory auditor 
to the General Meeting of SFS Group AG 

Heerbrugg, municipality of Au/SG 

 

We have audited chapter 4 of the compensation report dated 8 March 2018 of SFS Group AG for the year ended 31 
December 2017. 

Board of Directors’ responsibility 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair presentation of the compensation report 
in accordance with Swiss law and the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Compa-
nies (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the compensation system and defining 
individual compensation packages. 

Auditor’s responsibility 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying compensation report. We conducted our audit in 
accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and 
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the compensation report complies with 
Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the disclosures made in the compensation 
report with regard to compensation, loans and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The pro-
cedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatements 
in the compensation report, whether due to fraud or error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of 
the methods applied to value components of compensation, as well as assessing the overall presentation of the 
compensation report. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

Opinion 
In our opinion, the compensation report of SFS Group AG for the year ended 31 December 2017 complies with 
Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers AG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thomas Illi   Martin Bettinaglio 
Audit expert   Audit expert 
Auditor in charge 

St. Gallen, 8 March 2018 
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Report of the statutory auditor 
to the General Meeting of SFS Group AG  

Heerbrugg, municipality of Au/SG 

Report on the audit of the consolidated financial statements 

Opinion 
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of SFS Group AG and its subsidiaries (the Group) which 
comprise the consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December 2017 and the consolidated statement of comprehensive 
income, consolidated statement of changes in equity and consolidated cash flow statement for the year then ended, 
and notes to the consolidated financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. 

In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements (pages 66  to 95) give a true and fair view of 
the consolidated financial position of the Group as at 31 December 2017 and its consolidated financial performance 
and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Swiss GAAP FER and comply with Swiss 
law. 

Basis for opinion 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss law and Swiss Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under 
those provisions and standards are further described in the “Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consoli-
dated financial statements” section of our report. 

We are independent of the Group in accordance with the provisions of Swiss law and the requirements of the Swiss 
audit profession and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We 
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

  



 

Our audit approach 

Overview Overall Group materiality: CHF 10,0o0,000 

 

We concluded full scope audit work at twelve Group companies in 

nine countries. Additionally, we concluded reviews at a further four 

reporting units in four countries. 

These Group companies represented 83% of the group’s revenue. 

As key audit matter the following area of focus has been identified: 

Valuation of inventories 

Audit scope 
We tailored the scope of our audit in order to perform sufficient work to enable us to provide an opinion on the 
consolidated financial statements as a whole, taking into account the structure of the Group, the accounting pro-
cesses and controls, and the industry in which the Group operates. 

We tailored the scope of our audit in order to cover the significant subsidiaries with a full scope audit or review. For 
the other companies, we relied on the results of completed statutory audits and on analyses of significant changes. 
In particular, we checked for these companies the reconciliation of the statutory financial statements to Swiss 
GAAP FER. Where audits were performed by component auditors, we ensured that, as Group auditor, we were ade-
quately involved in the audit in order to assess whether sufficient appropriate audit evidence was obtained from the 
work of the component auditors to provide a basis for our opinion on the consolidated financial statements. Our 
involvement included, for example, meetings and telephone conferences during the audit planning stage and after 
completion of the local audits. 

  



 

Materiality 
The scope of our audit was influenced by our application of materiality. Our audit opinion aims to provide reasona-
ble assurance that the consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement. Misstatements may 
arise due to fraud or error. They are considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they could reasonably be 
expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the consolidated financial statements. 

Based on our professional judgement, we determined certain quantitative thresholds for materiality, including the 
overall materiality for the consolidated financial statements as a whole as set out in the table below. These, together 
with qualitative considerations, helped us to determine the scope of our audit and the nature, timing and extent of 
our audit procedures and to evaluate the effect of misstatements, both individually and in aggregate, on the consol-
idated financial statements as a whole. 

Overall Group materiality CHF 10,0o0,000 

How we determined it 5% of earnings before tax 

Rationale for the materiality 

benchmark applied 

We chose earnings before tax as the benchmark because, in our view, 

it is the benchmark against which the performance of the Group is 

most commonly measured. In addition, earnings before tax is a gen-

erally accepted benchmark for materiality considerations. 

We agreed with the Audit Committee that we would report to them misstatements above CHF 500,000 identified 
during our audit as well as any misstatements below that amount which, in our view, warranted reporting for quali-
tative reasons. 

Report on key audit matters based on the circular 1/2015 of the Federal Audit Oversight Authority 
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of 
the consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our 
audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not pro-
vide a separate opinion on these matters. 



 

Valuation of inventories 

Key audit matter 
  

How our audit addressed the key audit matter 

Inventories as at 31 December 2017 amount to 
CHF 311.2 million. This represents 20.5% of total 
assets. 

The inventories of SFS Group AG comprise raw 
materials used in production, supplies and con-
sumables, semi-finished goods produced in-house 
or bought in (work in progress) and finished goods 
produced in-house or bought in. Basically, inven-
tories are recognised at the lower of average ac-
quisition cost (especially, raw materials, supplies 
and consumables, and purchased finished goods) 
or production cost (especially, semi-finished and 
finished goods) and net realisable value. Produc-
tion costs comprise direct material and labour 
costs and a proportion of production overheads. 
The latter are based on normal operating capacity 
utilisation. 

Required write-downs are based on valuations of 
individual items. The inventory quantity of each 
item is compared with its consumption over the 
past twelve months. In general, first year’s con-
sumption is assessed as 100% recoverable. If the 
inventory level is higher than one year’s consump-
tion, the excess stock equivalent to a second year’s 
consumption is written down by 50%. Any re-
maining stock is fully written down. New products 
added within the last 18 months are not written 
down. 

We consider the valuation of inventories a key au-
dit matter. In particular, the following risks exist 
in connection with the valuation of inventories: 

 Inventories are not stated at the lower of ac-
quisition or production cost and net realisable 
value. 

 Write-downs for obsolescent inventory ostock 
that exceeds usual turnover (i.e. slow moving 
or excess inventory) are inadequate. 

Further details regarding inventories can be found 

in notes 2.9 and 8. 

  A process has been defined to check the average 
acquisition or production costs and determine the 
write-downs necessary for non-marketable inven-
tory.  

As part of this process, Management tests each 
year the standard costs used and the average ac-
quisition or production costs. Further, Manage-
ment checks that the principle of lower of cost and 
net realisable value has been applied. 

We performed the following audit procedures: 

 Sample-based testing of whether inventories 
were stated at acquisition or production costs 
in accordance with Swiss GAAP FER. We 
compared the acquisition costs used for the 
valuation of raw materials, supplies and con-
sumables, and purchased finished goods with 
the latest purchase prices or other evidence. 
We tested the additional costs included in the 
production costs of semi-finished and finished 
goods, in particular using overhead recovery 
variance analysis or alternative methods.  

 Sample-based testing of compliance with the 
use of the principle of lower of acquisition or 
production cost and net realisable value. 

 Sample-based testing of the mathematical 
correctness and appropriateness of Manage-
ment’s calculation of write-downs of obsoles-
cent inventory. 

The results of our audit support Management's 

valuation of the inventories as at 31 December 

2017. 

  



 

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors for the consolidated financial statements 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements that give a true 
and fair view in accordance with Swiss GAAP FER and the provisions of Swiss law, and for such internal control as 
the Board of Directors determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the Board of Directors is responsible for assessing the Group’s 
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the go-
ing concern basis of accounting unless the Board of Directors either intends to liquidate the Group or to cease oper-
ations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. 

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes 
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in 
accordance with Swiss law and Swiss Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. 
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they 
could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated 
financial statements. 

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements is located at the 
website of EXPERTsuisse: http://expertsuisse.ch/en/audit-report-for-public-companies. 
http://www.expertsuisse.ch/en/audit-report-for-public-companies. This description forms part of our auditor’s 
report. 

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements 

In accordance with article 728a paragraph 1 item 3 CO and Swiss Auditing Standard 890, we confirm that an inter-
nal control system exists which has been designed for the preparation of consolidated financial statements accord-
ing to the instructions of the Board of Directors. 

We recommend that the consolidated financial statements submitted to you be approved. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers AG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thomas Illi   Martin Bettinaglio 
Audit expert   Audit expert    
Auditor in charge 
 
 
St. Gallen, 8 March 2018 

 

http://www.expertsuisse.ch/en/audit-report-for-public-companies


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Report of the statutory auditor 
to the General Meeting of SFS Group AG  

Heerbrugg, municipality of Au/SG 

Report on the audit of the financial statements 

Opinion 
We have audited the financial statements of SFS Group AG which comprise the balance sheet as at 31 December 
2017, income statement and notes for the year then ended, including a summary of significant accounting policies. 

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements (pages 102 to 106) as at 31 December 2017 comply with 
Swiss law and the articles of incorporation.  

Basis for opinion 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss law and Swiss Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under 
those provisions and standards are further described in the “Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial 
statements” section of our report. 

We are independent of the entity in accordance with the provisions of Swiss law and the requirements of the Swiss 
audit profession and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We 
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

Our audit approach 

Audit scope 
We designed our audit by determining materiality and assessing the risks of material misstatement in the financial 
statements. In particular, we considered where subjective judgements were made; for example, in respect of signifi-
cant accounting estimates that involved making assumptions and considering future events that are inherently un-
certain. As in all of our audits, we also addressed the risk of management override of internal controls, including 
among other matters consideration of whether there was evidence of bias that represented a risk of material mis-
statement due to fraud. 

  



 

Materiality 
The scope of our audit was influenced by our application of materiality. Misstatements may arise due to fraud or 
error. They are considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence 
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements. 

Based on our professional judgement, we determined certain quantitative thresholds for materiality, including the 
overall materiality for the financial statements as a whole as set out in the table below. These, together with qualita-
tive considerations, helped us to determine the scope of our audit and the nature, timing and extent of our audit 
procedures and to evaluate the effect of misstatements, both individually and in aggregate, on the financial state-
ments as a whole. 

Overall materiality  CHF 4,2o0,000 

How we determined it 0.5% of total equity 

Rationale for the materiality 

benchmark applied 

We chose total equity as the benchmark because, in our view, it is an 

appropriate benchmark for materiality considerations relating to a 

holding company. 

We agreed with the Audit Committee that we would report to them misstatements above CHF 210,000 identified 
during our audit as well as any misstatements below that amount which, in our view, warranted reporting for quali-
tative reasons. 

Report on key audit matters based on the Circular 1/2015 of the Federal Audit Oversight Authori-
ty 
We have no key audit matters to report. 

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors for the financial statements 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the provi-
sions of Swiss law and the company’s articles of incorporation, and for such internal control as the Board of Direc-
tors determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstate-
ment, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the financial statements, the Board of Directors is responsible for assessing the entity’s ability to con-
tinue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern 
basis of accounting unless the Board of Directors either intends to liquidate the entity or to cease operations, or has 
no realistic alternative but to do so. 

  



 

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with 
Swiss law and Swiss Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements 
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably 
be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located at the website of EX-
PERTsuisse: http://expertsuisse.ch/en/audit-report-for-public-companies. http://www.expertsuisse.ch/en/audit-
report-for-public-companies. This description forms part of our auditor’s report. 

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements 

In accordance with article 728a paragraph 1 item 3 CO and Swiss Auditing Standard 890, we confirm that an inter-
nal control system exists which has been designed for the preparation of financial statements according to the in-
structions of the Board of Directors. 

We further confirm that the proposed appropriation of retained earnings and of the statutory capital reserves com-
plies with Swiss law and the company’s articles of incorporation. We recommend that the financial statements 
submitted to you be approved. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers AG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thomas Illi   Martin Bettinaglio 
Audit expert   Audit expert 
Auditor in charge 
 
 
Zurich, 8 March 2018 
 

http://www.expertsuisse.ch/en/audit-report-for-public-companies
http://www.expertsuisse.ch/en/audit-report-for-public-companies


 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 



Annual report 2017
The annual report is available in German and English.  
The German language version of the full annual report is 
the only legally binding version and is available online at 
http://annualreport.sfs.biz/en.

Exclusion of liability
This annual report includes forward looking statements. 
These statements reflect the SFS Group’s current asses-
ment of market conditions and future events. The state-
ments are therefore subject to risks, uncertainities and 
assumptions. Unforseen events may lead to deviations  

of the actual results from the forecasts and estimates made 
in this presentation and in other published information. To 
this extent, all forward looking statements in this annual 
report are subject to such limitations.
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